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NUMINOUS TREE AND STONE:  

RE-ANIMATING THE MINOAN LANDSCAPE

  

 

Introduction  

Iconographic scenes of inferred cultic activity, including the hugging or leaning upon of aniconic 

stones, and the apparent appearance of epiphanic figures in proximity to trees in Late Bronze 

Age Aegean glyptic iconography, are suggestive of an animistic conception of the natural world.  

Scenes of epiphanic ritual depicted within apparently natural settings – amongst trees and stones 

free from architectural elaboration – are suggestive of elite interaction with perceived numinous 

elements within the landscape, while images of envisioned epiphany may imply direct 

communication between human ritual actors and elements of that animate landscape, achieved 

through interaction with tree or stone.
1
 

Architectonic elements referencing the natural world within urban contexts – through 

iconographic representation, cultic paraphernalia, and architectural form – may advertise 

relational associations between urban elites and numinous elements within a sacred landscape, 

reflecting strategies for legitimising elite hierarchy or possibly promoting factionalism and 

heterarchy.
2
 

Stones erected within urban settings, as well as stepped cult structures such as shrines and 

openwork platforms, which are sat upon by female figures or surmounted by trees, may have 

symbolised mountains, and facilitated the indexing of peak sanctuary ritual in architecturally 

elaborated, possibly urban, settings. 

Elements of the Minoan sacred landscape will here be analysed through the lens of ‘new’ 

animism, arguing that the landscape was not merely an inert backdrop to ritual performance, but 

was rather sentient, numinous and contingent, functioning as a politicised, active agent in the 

enactment of power. 

 

Methodology 

At the turn of the 20
th

 century, Arthur Evans laid the foundation for contemporary 

reconstructions of Minoan religion.
3
 Heavily influenced by the Victorian comparative 

ethnologists,
4
 Evans proposed that Minoan religion was characterised by a cult of sacred trees 

and aniconic stones. This model foregrounds Tylorian animism, positing that the natural world 

may be inhabited by supernatural spirits - natural phenomena such as springs, groves, stones or 

mountains may be perceived as being animated by spirits or forces inhering within - and that 

animistic religion represents an early or ‘primitive’ stage in the evolution of culture.  

In contrast with this primitivist evolutionary epistemology, animism drawn from cultural 

anthropology posits a relational ontology, in which a reflexive relatedness exists between human 
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agents and elements within the natural environment, perceived as being sentient. This animistic 

ontology is newly conceived as focusing not upon the question of whether an object is alive, but 

upon how it is related to.
5
  

Rather than thinking in terms of discrete spirits or supernatural beings that possess inert objects – 

implying a separation between nature and the “super-natural”, ‘new’ animism conceives of the 

material world as sentient in itself. In this framework, Minoan stone and tree cult may not so 

much involve the reverence of divine beings that are invoked into proximity, rather, such rituals 

may be re-interpreted as events in which humans interacted with specific elements of an 

empowered and empowering landscape.
6
  

Minoan tree and stone cult will here be reconfigured within this lens of ‘new’ animism. 

Concentration of peak-sanctuary cult in proximity to ‘palatial’ centres during the Neopalatial 

period,
7
 coupled with the increased representation of baetyls iconographically and within 

‘palatial’ architectural contexts, may reflect strategies of elite-legitimisation through indexing 

elements of the sacred, animate landscape, advertising relational associations between 

Neopalatial elites and that landscape, inscribed within ‘palatial’ contexts and iconographic 

schemes.
8
  

 

Baetyls 

Extant baetyls are known in Crete from EM III Vasiliki (2200-2000BCE) through to LM IIIC 

Kephala Vasiliki, and from the LH III sanctuary at the Mycenaean citadel at Phylakopi on the 

Cycladic island of Melos.
 9

 However, it is during the Neopalatial period that they are most 

commonly identified, at the ‘palatial’ sites of Galatas, Gournia and Malia.   

Interaction with baetyls in front of an audience or in a public context may have enhanced claims 

to status and authority, while evidence of feasting in association with baetyls may suggest their 

function within programs of social cohesion and the naturalisation of hierarchy in which elites 

expressed status and generated ritual indebtedness through conspicuous generosity and display. 

 

Vasiliki 

The earliest recorded baetyl in Crete, at the site of EM III Vasiliki, is a large, roughly dressed 

white stone, flanked by three smaller stones, standing upon a small, paved semi-circular 

construction (Figure 1), a short distance to the south of the so-called House-on-the-Hill.
10

 

Architectural features at Vasiliki are thought to represent antecedents to the ‘palatial’ architecture 

of the MM and subsequent periods, including a small paved western court with inset kernoi, a 

treated western exterior façade, painted plaster walls and labyrinthine internal spaces, the site as 

a whole reflecting a level of social stratification hitherto unseen on the island.
 11

 

The baetyl is prominently positioned within a curved wall upon the paved surface of construction 

PBα, the whole arrangement perhaps serving as an attention-focusing device for public ritual.
12
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Despite the absence of recorded evidence of cultic activity in this area, there is sufficient space in 

front of the construction to enable a modest gathering of people, perhaps suggesting its function 

as a focal point in public cult.  

 

Galatas 

The monumental Neopalatial complex at Galatas incorporates ashlar masonry and a central court 

defined by multi-storeyed wings,
13

 the site providing views to the nearby peak sanctuaries of 

Juktas to the north, Kofinas to the west, and Pediada to the east.
14

   

Directly south of the ‘palace’, a large limestone baetyl is set into the northern edge of an elevated 

rectangular platform of roughly hewn stones before a paved court (Figure 2), reminiscent of the 

Arkhanes gold ring (Figure 3). This court may have served for the gathering of people before the 

stone, an aniconic cult object and focus of ritual activity.
15

 Ritual performers may have engaged 

in activities upon the raised platform behind the stone, while spectators looked on from the court 

below.  

From as early as the Prepalatial Period, storage and preparation of foodstuffs are a primary 

concern at Galatas, far exceeding domestic needs,
16

 and suggesting the centrally controlled 

collection and distribution of resources.
17

 During the Neopalatial Period, a wealth of ceramic 

material indicates large numbers of people engaged in the consumption of food and drink within 

the ‘Court of the Baetyl’,
18

 while the area within and around the court, including the nearby 

Neopalatial Building 6, suggests intense cultic activity, indicated by a lustral basin, libation pits, 

serpentine offering table, a triton shell and miniature carinated cups.
19

 

The ‘Court of the Baetyl’ and surrounding area may have functioned within a broader program of 

social display, communicating elite identity and status through feasting and ritual activity taking 

place in proximity to the stone.
20

 

 

Gournia 

During the Neopalatial period, the town of Gournia resembles the larger urban centres at 

Knossos, Malia and Galatas in features, if not in size.
21

 The large mansion, monumental in scale 

and constructed of ashlar masonry, was likely the seat of political power in the immediate area, 

controlling the collection, storage and redistribution of goods.  

A large undressed limestone baetyl is embedded into the pavement at the centre of a small, open 

courtyard flanking the southwest corner of the complex (Figure 4).
22

 An incomplete kernos is set 

into the pavement just over a metre to the east of the baetyl,
23

 and a double axe, one of only two 

mason’s marks known from the site, is incised into the south wall of Room G13.
24

 Soles argues 

that Room G15 may have served for performing libations which would flow through a terracotta 

channel passing beneath the palace walls and out into the courtyard of the baetyl (Figure 5), 

though this channel may merely have served for drainage.  
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This nexus of cultic references – the baetyl, kernos, mason’s mark and libation channel – is 

deliberately constructed within the fabric of the courtyard, itself representing an augmentation of 

space along the ‘much-worn’ route between the central court of the complex and both the west 

shrine to the north,
25

 and the coast beyond. We may infer from this augmentation of space that 

any ritual involving the baetyl involved spectacle, where passers-by publically interacted with 

the stone. Perhaps this route served for cultic processions, the baetyl functioning within a defined 

ritual landscape. 

 

Malia 

The monumental Neopalatial complex of Malia (MM III – LM IB), with an extensive proportion 

of space devoted to workshop and storage facilities – including silos to the south and storage 

magazines to the west of the central court – suggests an important regional administrative centre, 

likely engaged in the collection, storage and redistribution of surplus.
26

  

In the northwest corner of the central court, directly before a raised loggia, a relatively small 

baetyl with prominent cupule, reminiscent of a clay sealing from Zakros (CMS II.7 No. 6), is 

embedded into the packed earth of the court (Figures 6-7).
27

 Marking the centre of the court is a 

sunken altar, and flanking the court’s western side, rooms of various likely cultic function, 

including a pillar crypt and Room XVI-1 with stepped platform and kernos. The raised loggia 

directly west of the baetyl may have served as a platform or stage upon which prominent 

individuals stood, either observing activities taking place within the court and in the vicinity of 

the baetyl, or themselves on display to observers within the court. A direct alignment may be 

traced between the raised loggia, the baetyl and the mountainous landscape beyond the ‘palace,’ 

from which we may infer an association between the resident ‘palatial’ elite and the landscape, 

the baetyl indexing the mountain overlooking the ‘palace.’ 

 

Iconography 

Iconographic representation further implies an association between Neopalatial elites and the 

mountainous landscape, possibly advertising to a select audience their involvement with peak 

sanctuary ritual and connection with mountains.
28

  

Late Minoan glyptic imagery featuring cult scenes occurring within landscape settings 

characterised by flowers, trees, and rocks, and free from architecture, typically feature epiphany. 

Rather than representing the manifestation of supernatural beings that appear from outside the 

‘natural’ realm, such scenes are here interpreted as signifying interaction between human agents 

and the numinous landscape.
29

 Other glyptic and fresco cult scenes depict built structures such as 

stepped ashlar altars, tripartite shrines, and constructed openwork platforms, which may have 

evoked the numinous landscape. 
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Animate Landscape 

Glyptic cult scenes set within the landscape feature all types of epiphany including envisioned 

human figures, birds, insects, and floating objects, as well as enacted epiphany. In some cases the 

epiphanic figure is closely associated with a tree situated within rocky ground. Hovering human 

figures appear to emerge from the tree or materialise close by it, while enacted epiphanic figures 

sit beneath it. In other cases male and female figures lean over large baetylic stones and turn to 

face birds or insects (Figures 8-16). 

These events may have occurred in various locations - a garden, meadow, cave, rural sanctuary, 

or possibly even a wild or infrequently visited place.  Given that during the Neopalatial period, 

Crete’s natural vegetation ranged from steppe to woodland - including wooded mountains – such 

events may also have occurred in sacred groves.
30

 Because of the small size of the glyptic field, 

we see only a condensed or partial view of the landscape, its character implied.
31

 Just as a single 

tree may indicate a wooded area or grove, so, too, rocks may function as artistic shorthand for 

mountains, and may evoke peak sanctuaries. 

Irrespective of the type of site, the activities illustrated in these scenes suggest that they occur 

within specifically numinous locations, or “places of power”. Considering the key motif 

represented in the scenes – an epiphanic event within nature – we may infer that elements of the 

landscape were sentient, and that these images depict “landscape epiphanies”, reconfigured as 

signifiers of the relationship between ritual actors and the landscape. 

  

Architectonic evocation of Landscape 

The rocky seat upon which human figures in enacted epiphany sit, and the rocky ground in 

which the trees in images of envisioned epiphany are situated, together may form a shorthand 

representation of tree and mountain. This combination of tree and rocky mountain may be 

echoed in tripartite and stepped cult structures such as the tripartite shrine, and the stepped ashlar 

altar and openwork platform – both of which are either sat upon by female figures or surmounted 

by trees.
32

 Most examples of stepped ashlar altars involve trees. Constructed openwork platforms 

alternately feature trees, trees and female figures, or female figures without trees (Figures 17-

23).
33

 Tripartite shrines do not appear to be sat upon by human figures but do include trees 

(Figure 19).
34

  

The forms of stepped ashlar shrines, constructed openwork platforms and tripartite shrines each 

exhibit variations on the idea of triplicity, a triangular structure that may have evoked the 

ascending mountain form.
35

 That such structures were linked to rock and possibly mountains 

may be suggested by the image of the female figure depicted in the fresco at Xeste 3, on the 

northern wall of Room 3a, thought to be a goddess, who is seated on a constructed platform 

(Figure 24). Directly below her is a girl with a wounded foot who is sitting upon rocks; the 

positioning of these two scenes may suggest a symbolic correlation between the figures.
36
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A female figure upon a constructed platform also features in the central panel of the fresco on the 

north wall of Room 14 from Villa A at Ayia Triada. That this figure is associated with a 

mountainous landscape is evident from the right hand panel in which cats stalk and agrimia leap 

within a rocky setting, while the left hand panel may reflect an association between baetyls and 

mountains, appearing to represent the enactment of baetylic ritual, possibly at or near a peak 

sanctuary.
37

 (Figures 25-26)  

During the Neopalatial Period, the number of peak sanctuaries reduces dramatically, decreasing 

from 25 active sanctuaries during the MM to as few as eight, all of which are located in 

proximity to palatial centres.
38

  This suggests that peak sanctuaries and the cultic activities 

enacted within them, came under direct control of the palatial elites during this period.
39

 

The relief on the Peak Sanctuary Rhyton from Late Minoan Zakros (Figure 27) depicts a baetyl 

flanked by agrimia and surmounting a tripartite shrine within a mountainous setting.
40

 The 

position of the baetyl between agrimia underscores the significance of the stone, arrangements of 

central objects flanked by animals or fantastical composite creatures symbolizing the power or 

status of the central figure.
41

 The wavy-edged baetyl may itself represent a stylized mountain.
42

 

The arrangement of a central baetyl or mountain flanked by agrimia finds architectural parallel 

within the LM IA-LMIIIA2 Throne Room at Knossos
43

 (Figure 28) where a similarly wavy-

edged baetyl or stylised mountain, morphologically similar to the baetyls at Gournia and Galatas, 

forms the throne-back, set into the wall of the room.
44

 A fresco decorates the wall surrounding 

the throne, griffins flanking its baetylic back.
45

 This wavy-edged baetyl or mountain form finds 

further representation in elite costume at Knossos (Figures 29-30), where decoration on faience 

votive dresses from the Temple Repositories appears likewise to depict a mountain.
46

  

The possibility that these structures and objects are emblematic or metonymic of natural forms 

foregrounds the importance that the natural archetype may have had, making its reference in 

built form meaningful. If these abstracted forms evoke landscape, then the cultic activities 

associated with them may be equivalent to such events occurring within the landscape itself.  

Epiphanic scenes set in natural locations suggest that landscape was animate. The positioning of 

baetyls within conspicuous public settings in elite urban centres, coupled with an iconographic 

program associating baetyls, mountains and elite power, may reflect strategies for legitimising 

hierarchy through indexing elements of the sacred, animate landscape, advertising relational 

associations between Neopalatial elites and that landscape. The Minoan landscape was not 

merely an inert backdrop to ritual performance, but was rather sentient and numinous, 

functioning as a politicised, active agent in the enactment of power.  

 

Sam CROOKS 

Caroline TULLY 

Louise A. HITCHCOCK 
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